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A B S T R A C T

When no hydrogen can reach the Pt catalyst in the anode for the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) of an
operating proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), the anode potential increases and causes the cell
potential to be reversed compared to normal operation conditions. During this reversal, the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) and carbon oxidation reaction (COR) will occur at the anode, where the COR has devastating
consequences for the electrode. Introducing an OER catalyst limits the COR to occur, which makes a reversal
tolerant anode (RTA). In this research, RTAs are differentiated by applying different ball milling times during
catalyst layer processing, forming big and small OER (IrO𝑥/TiO𝑥) and HOR (Pt/C) catalyst particles. The two
different particle sizes were electrochemically tested using a rotating disc electrode (RDE). Both catalyst sizes
show a decrease in OER activity (mA cm−2) accompanied by loss of the ionomer in a self-developed accelerated
stress test (AST). The small particle RTAs show higher OER activity as a result of increased surface area.
However, during a chronopotentiometry measurement, which mimics a fuel cell reversal, the small particle
coatings show a worse reversal tolerance. This phenomenon can be attributed to the increased difficulty in
removing oxygen bubbles.
1. Introduction

The transport sector is responsible for 24% of the total CO2 emission
worldwide, making it one of the main contributors to climate change
due to the combustion of fossil fuels [1]. The hydrogen economy is
a school of thought, where fossil fuel combustion will be replaced
while being CO2 neutral and still meeting the global energy demand. In
the hydrogen economy, hydrogen would be used as an energy carrier,
which can be made by electrolysis with electricity from renewable
energy sources [2]. This means that applications should be ready to
convert hydrogen into the desired energy form. The fuel cell is such
a device that can convert hydrogen along with oxygen to electricity
and water. The PEMFC is currently the most suitable and used fuel cell
for automotive applications due to its high power density, low weight,
rapid start-up and low operating temperature [3].

A PEMFC stack is made up of electrochemical cells, which are
known as a Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA). In the MEA, the
cathode and anode electrodes are separated by a proton exchange
membrane. At the anode side the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR,
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E = 0.0 V vs RHE) takes place and the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR, E = 1.23 V vs RHE) at the cathode. Both reactions are generally
catalyzed by platinum (Pt), which is deposited on a carbon support
that allows electrical conduction and provides the porous structure [4].
Furthermore, a perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomer is applied in the
catalyst layer and allows proton transport between the catalyst particles
and the membrane and functions as a binder [5,6]. Because the key
electrochemical reactions occur at the electrodes, the performance of a
PEMFC stack is directly dependent on the composition and structure
of the catalyst layers. Therefore, degradation at the catalyst layer
will directly result in a decrease in the performance of the PEMFC
stack. To become a future success, durability is of crucial importance.
Different organizations (e.g. US Department of Energy) have set 5000 h
(8000 h in the long term) for automotive applications as the time
where the PEMFC should still have 90% of its Begin of Life (BoL)
performance [7]. Therefore, tackling the degradation phenomena that
occur in the catalyst layer is a must for the future of the PEMFC.
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One of the degradation phenomena is carbon corrosion. It causes a
decrease in thickness, which can be correlated with a collapse of the
porous structure [8,9]. Furthermore, carbon corrosion can also cause
detachment of the catalyst layer from the other components of the MEA,
leading to an increase of resistance [10]. Additionally, the carbon gains
more hydrophilic oxygen-containing groups, which alternate water
management in the catalyst layer [11]. Finally, Pt nanoparticles can
grow in size with carbon corrosion, leading to loss of electrochemi-
cal surface area (ECSA) and hence loss of performance [10–13]. At
the anode, carbon corrosion occurs when hydrogen cannot reach the
platinum catalyst (fuel starvation) [14]. Insufficient hydrogen delivery
to the catalyst can be the result of a malfunction or blockage of the
hydrogen in pores filled with liquid water or ice and will be more severe
under rapid loading change or start-up conditions [15]. When there is
no hydrogen for the HOR at the anode to deliver the required current
and protons for the cathode’s ORR, the potential of the anode will
rise. The potential in the anode becomes higher than in the cathode,
leading to a negative total cell potential (V𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = V𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 − V𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒)
(see Fig. 1) [14]. This is opposite to the potentials during normal
operating conditions, and therefore the fuel starvation phenomenon is
also known as fuel cell reversal. At higher potentials in the anode, other
sources in its environment will be used for the oxidation reaction to
deliver the required protons and electrons to the cathode. Water in
the anode environment can be used for the oxygen evolution reaction
(OER, E = 1.23 V vs RHE) and carbon and water for the carbon
oxidation reaction (COR, E = 0.21 V vs RHE). The COR needs to be
prevented because this is the reaction responsible for carbon corrosion.
The COR also occurs at operating cell voltages at the cathode (0.6–
0.8 V). However, due to the limiting kinetics, the COR starts to play a
critical role in degradation at 1.1 V in the PEMFC catalyst layer with
an increased reaction rate with increasing potential [16,17]. During
fuel cell reversal, the cell can irreversibly lose its functionality within
several minutes due to carbon corrosion at the anode.

To tackle this problem, system control mitigation strategies or ma-
terial mitigation strategies can be applied. The former leads to a more
fragile and expensive operating system, and due to its response time
it still leaves the system open to damage from carbon corrosion [14].
Therefore, a material mitigation would be the preferred one. First,
changes to the carbon support can be applied, to make the catalyst layer
less prone to carbon corrosion [18,19]. Secondly, an OER catalyst can
be introduced to the anode, which induces a preference for the OER
over the COR, rendering this approach a reverse tolerant anode (RTA).
The goal of the OER catalyst is to keep the potential low enough during
fuel cell reversal to prevent the COR from dominating and destroying
the anode. However, at some point, the potential starts to rise despite
the presence of the OER catalyst. The time necessary to reach a certain
cutoff potential is called the voltage reversal time (VRT) and the longer
VRT is obviously desired (see Fig. 1).

To keep the potential as low as possible during fuel cell reversal, it
is important to have the OER catalyst with the highest activity, which
are generally alloys and/or oxides with ruthenium (Ru) and iridium
(Ir) [20]. Of the two materials mentioned above, Ir is known to be
the most stable in the harsh acidic conditions of the PEMFC [21,22].
Oakton et al. (2017) pointed out that titanium oxide (TiO𝑥) as a support
for iridium oxide (IrO𝑥) can help to improve OER performance in acidic
conditions while reducing costs [23]. In addition, different strategies
can be applied to increase the VRT. For example, the VRT increases
linearly with the amount of IrO𝑥 applied to the anode [12,24,25].
Zhou et al. (2021) improved the VRT by applying different anode
designs based on the uneven distribution of chemicals and potentials
present [26]. Furthermore, Chen et al. (2021) found that decreasing
thickness and increasing ionomer content of the catalyst layer increased
the VRT [27]. Another way to improve resistance to fuel cell reversal
is to deposit IrO𝑥 as nanoparticles on the carbon support, which was
found to improve activity, as well as VRT [28]. Using a carbon with
increased functional oxygen groups, which acts as anchor points for
1167
Fig. 1. The potentials during a fuel cell reversal, where the fuel starvation starts at𝑡 = 0
and the cut-off potential has been set at 2.0 V to determine the voltage reversal time
(VRT) for the anode.

IrO𝑥 nanoparticles during deposition, increased the dispersion of OER
nanoparticles and hence the activity and VRT [29].

Most literature recognize the strong influence of the anode design on
the reversal tolerance performance, nevertheless uncontrolled homog-
enization with ultrasonication is often encountered for the RTA [12,
25–27,30–33]. At the cathode, the importance of ink homogenization
and its effects on the catalyst layer structure and electrochemical per-
formance are more recognized [34–40]. Therefore, in this research, the
effect of controlled homogenization of the RTA ink was examined. Dur-
ing processing, a difference was made by applying different ball milling
times to the ink (ionomer/HOR-catalyst/OER-catalyst/alcohol/water
mixture), resulting in a controlled adjustment of the particle size dis-
tribution. The different particle sizes (μm scale) were electrochemically
tested in an rotating disc electrode (RDE), to understand how the
fundamental electrochemistry will be affected.

When measuring the whole MEA in situ, it is difficult to pinpoint the
exact phenomena that occur due to its multi-component characteristic.
On the contrary, the RDE can be used for electrochemical testing of the
catalyst layer only, it is relatively fast, requires only a small amount of
materials and is less complex than an MEA testing setup [41]. However,
ex situ electrochemical testing of the OER is known to be troublesome,
which can be devoted to the formation of oxygen bubbles at the RDE
tip [42,43]. These oxygen bubbles are difficult to be removed and can
give unreliable results due to blockage of space, which increases the
difficulty of the reactant to reach the catalyst [44]. From a different
perspective, this sensitivity of the RDE to oxygen bubble formation can
be used to understand the effect of oxygen bubbles on different RTA
designs. Therefore, an accelerated stress test (AST) has been developed
and applied to understand how the activity and stability of the RTA
develop over time at reversal potentials, with the objective of mini-
mizing the effect of oxygen bubble formation. Degradation could be
understood with material characterization techniques. Finally, to mimic
fuel starvation in a RDE, chronopotentiometry protocols were applied
to understand the effect of the different processed catalyst layers on the
VRT.

2. Materials & methods

2.1. Ink mixing & coating

A schematic representation of the ink mixing and coating procedure
is shown in Fig. 2. Platinum on carbon particles (Pt/C), iridium oxide
supported on titanium oxide (IrO𝑥/TiO𝑥) and PFSA ionomer (equiva-
lent weight < 900 g/mol) were placed in a beaker. Two different inks
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Fig. 2. A schematic overview of the processing method used.
Fig. 3. The two electrochemical protocols that were developed and applied with 1600
RPM except for the pre-conditioning (0 RPM).

were made, differentiated by their ionomer to carbon weight ratios
(I/C) of 0.8 and 1.0. Additionally, zirconia beads were applied for ball
milling. During ball milling, the particle size distribution was followed
by laser diffraction. Samples were taken after 45 and 240 min of ball
milling, which were labeled as big particle and small particle ink,
respectively. All RTA inks were spin-coated on a glassy carbon RDE
tip. The RTAs were rotated at 300 RPM under ambient conditions until
completely dried. The amount of ink applied was calculated, so that
the weight of both Pt and Ir in the catalyst layer coating was equal to
50 μg cm−2. The homogeneity and quality of the coated catalyst layer
on the glassy carbon was observed with a Keyence laser microscope.
Furthermore, the laser microscope was used to evaluate the surface
roughness of the catalyst layer coatings on the micrometer scale. To
have a reproducible and well-dispersed coating, the glassy carbon
surface was well polished with alumina slurry (0.05 μm) before each
coating procedure. After polishing, the working electrode was placed
in an ultrasonic bath for 3 min.
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2.2. Electrochemical tests

The coated RDE tip was placed in a 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte
equipped with a H2 reference electrode and a Pt working electrode.
This was followed by pre-conditioning and an electrochemical surface
area (ECSA) measurement, which was executed to remove surface
impurities and activate the Pt catalyst surface [45]. Furthermore, Pt
ECSA measurements were used as an additional control of the coating
procedure and check for a shift in the H2 reference electrode. The
two protocols executed in this research can be described in Fig. 3.
In the OER stress test, 75 cycles with 10 sweeps between 1.20 and
1.65 V were applied to induce OER stress. The pre-conditioning and
ECSA measurements were performed to follow Pt degradation over
time. Begin of Life (BoL) and End of Life (EoL) electrical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) were added in the electrochemical protocol of the
OER stress test. The EIS results were fitted with the Transmission
Line Model of a porous electrode, which provided information on the
electrical and proton resistance of the RTA coating (see Supplemental
Information Figs. S1 & S2). Furthermore, elemental surface analysis by
XPS and SEM/EDS was performed on a small-particle BoL and EoL RTA.
For this analysis, the catalyst layer coating needed to be transferred
from the RDE tip. A few drops of 1-propanol were applied to the RDE tip
to dissolve the RTA. This catalyst-containing solvent was deposited on
an indium film followed by evaporation of the solvent. The BoL sample
was coated on the RDE tip followed by the pre-conditioning and an
ECSA measurement, before transferring and depositing it on indium.
This was done so that the electrolyte contact and transfer procedure
could not influence the differences between the EoL and BoL samples
for material characterization. Finally, to mimic real fuel cell reversal
in a RDE setup, chronopotentiometric measurements (at 10 mA cm−2)
with a cutoff potential of 2.0 V were performed.

3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 4 the particle size distribution as a function of the mixing
time is shown. The volume-based diameter D90 (in μm) represents the
value of which 90% of the particles are smaller than this value [46,47].
Therefore, it is an useful parameter to obtain the particle size distribu-
tion of the ink during the process. Fig. 4a shows a decreasing particle
size distribution over time for the RTA inks analyzed in this research.
It shows that no difference could be found between the two different
I/C ratios applied. Additionally, inks were made with OER and HOR
catalyst only, to understand the effect of ball milling time on the OER
and HOR catalysts separately. These results are shown in Fig. 4b, where
the initial particle size distribution of the OER particles is much broader
than the HOR particles. However, the particle size distribution of the
OER particles decreased strongly with an increasing mixing time and
approached the D90 value of the HOR particles.
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Fig. 4. The particle size distribution (D90) versus the ball milling time (a) shows the PSD of the RTA inks made in this research (b) averages of inks made of OER (IrOx/TiOx)
catalyst only and inks made with HOR (Pt/C) catalyst only.
Fig. 5. Surface roughness (Ra) of coated RDE tips where (a) shows the difference between big particles and small particles and (b) a surface image of the big and small particle
coating with the belonging roughness value (Ra) of that image.
The roughness of the big particle RTA coating (taken after 45 min
mixing) and small particle RTA coating (taken after 240 min mixing)
can be found in Fig. 5. The surface roughness of the big particle coatings
was found to be higher than for the small particles. Furthermore, the
big particle coatings show a larger standard deviation concerning the
Ra values. The higher roughness and its larger standard deviation can
be explained by the increased particle size distribution during the ink
mixing. A broader particle size distribution in the ink causes a wider
range of particle sizes in the catalyst layer coating, and hence increased
roughness and standard deviation. There could not be a clear difference
found between the surface roughness (Ra) of the inks with different I/C
ratios, which is in line with the similar particle size distributions of the
two inks. Neither a significant difference between the two I/C’s could
be observed by any other (electrochemical) measurements executed in
this research. Therefore, inks with I/C = 0.8 and 1.0 were considered
to be one for the remainder of this study.

To evaluate the OER activity, the voltage was swept 10 times
back and forth between 1.20 and 1.65 V. As can be seen in Fig. 6,
maximum activity decreased during these 10 sweeps. However, in
the next cycle after the rest-phase, pre-conditioning and ECSA, the
OER activity completely regenerated. The rest-phase at 0.05 V while
maintaining rotation helped regenerate OER activity. This could be
explained by the removal of the oxygen bubbles during the rest, which
was observed to be physically removed from the coating surface and
finally the complete RDE tip (see Supplemental Video). Furthermore, Pt
is available in the catalyst layer, which can reduce the oxygen bubbles
in the micropores through the ORR during the pre-conditioning and
ECSA tests. Applying this cycle 75 times, the stability of OER activity
over time was monitored while minimizing the effect of oxygen bubble
formation (see Fig. 7). All the activities measured in the AST were
reproducible. This means that the effect of the oxygen bubble formation
1169
Fig. 6. The regeneration of the OER activity during the OER stress test (10 × 1.2 -
1.65 V with 10 mV s−1), when a rest-phase is applied in between. The relative small
activity of the pre-conditioning and ECSA is left out (between −5 mA cm−2 and 1 mA
cm−2).

on the OER activity occurs to the same extent. In other words, the
RDE can be used to understand the effect of oxygen bubbles on the
RTA. Within a cycle, the second sweep was found to have a smaller
standard deviation than the first sweep. This could probably be due
to the first sweep, which acts as a conditioning sweep for the OER
catalyst. Because of this, the development of OER activity in the AST of
the 2nd and 10th sweep, are shown in Fig. 7. The small particle RTAs
show a higher OER activity during the AST compared to the big particle
coatings. This can be attributed to the increased electrochemical surface
area of the relatively smaller IrO𝑥/TiO𝑥 particles. As shown in Fig. 4b,
during the mixing process from 45 min to 240 min, the particle size
distribution of the OER particles decreased approximately a five-fold.
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Fig. 7. The activity over time of the big (blue) and small particles (red), where the shaded colors indicate the standard deviation of the measurements and (a) belongs to the 2nd
sweep within each cycle and (b) the 10th. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 8. XPS results, where (a) shows the fluoride region in the spectra and (b) carbon.

Therefore, increasing the mixing time, decreased the OER particle size,
which increases the OER activity as a result of the increased surface
area of the OER catalyst. Furthermore, the big particle RTAs have
a lower activity and larger standard deviation, which corresponds to
the larger standard deviation of particle sizes found in the ink and
surface roughness of the coatings. Additionally, the results show that
the activity decreases faster within a cycle at the beginning of the AST
compared to the end of the AST. The activity of the small particle RTA
decreases with 37% within the first cycle compared to 19% in the last
cycle. This is explained by the increased oxygen production at a higher
current density, since the moles of oxygen produced increases with the
amount of electrons produced. Therefore, if more oxygen is produced
at the beginning of a cycle, it will block more reactant at the end of
a cycle. At the end of the AST, the RTA was degraded and hence the
activity decreased. All measurements showed a decrease of OER activity
during the AST. The Tafel slope was found to be similar between two
RTA particle sizes and remained almost unchanged during the AST
with an average of 54 ± 3 mV dec−1. This also includes the averages
within a cycle (see Supplemental Information Fig. S3 & Table S1). This
is an indication that, during the AST, the OER kinetics remained most
likely unchanged and that the loss of activity has other origins. If the
oxidation state of IrO𝑥 has changed and causes a difference in kinetics,
it should be indicated by the Tafel slope [48].

In Fig. 8, the results of the XPS are shown. It shows that during
the AST, the carbon peak at 285 eV has decreased slightly in inten-
sity, whose position is an indicator for the carbon support material
1170
Table 1
Electrical impedance spectroscopy of a porous electrode fitted with the
Transmission Line Model, where 𝛥R = R𝐸𝑜𝐿-R𝐵𝑜𝐿.

𝛥𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒 (Ω) 𝛥𝑅𝑖𝑜𝑛 (Ω)

Small particles −0.09 ± 0.04 1.90 ± 0.24
Big particles −0.23 ± 0.21 1.94 ± 0.92

in Pt/C [49]. However, the carbon peak around 293 eV indicates
carbon in CF2 [50,51]. The intensity of this peak has been reduced
completely compared to that of the carbon support peak at 285 eV.
This trend can also be seen in the fluoride region, where the peak at
689 eV has decreased, which is an indicator of F in CF2 [52]. This
loss of fluoride was also confirmed by SEM/EDS, where the fluoride
content decreased relatively for all materials present (see Supplemental
Information Fig. S4 & Table S2). Electrical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) showed that both electron resistance and proton conductivity
decreased (see Table 1). It should be noted that the absolute EIS
values of the different measurements could not be compared directly
with each other due to the extreme sensitivity of the EIS and the set-
up limitations. Regardless of the large differences between the initial
resistances found by EIS, no difference was found in the OER activity
and Pt ECSA measurements (see Supplementary Information Table S3).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the contact resistances did not
influence the electrochemical measurements. Furthermore, during an
AST the complete set-up was untouched, meaning that comparing the
change from BoL to EoL is valid.

The decrease in fluoride, the decrease in carbon that is bound to
the fluoride and the increase in proton resistance are all indications
that the ionomer layer has been degraded. If there is loss of ionomer,
then an increase of proton resistance is a direct result of that. In
addition, if ionomer is lost, it means more Pt/C contact points due to
agglomeration. This will decrease the electrical resistance. However,
because of the high conductivity of carbon, this effect is thought to be
much smaller than the increase in ionic resistance [10]. If the ionomer
is responsible for the decrease in activity, it should also have been
observed in pristine activity of the two different inks processed (I/C
= 0.8 and I/C = 1.0). However, contrary to an MEA, in RDE there
is an excess of protons present in the electrolyte. Because of this, the
catalyst layer does not require the ionomer as a proton source for its
electrochemical reactions. To observe a change in ionic conductivity
by EIS in a RDE set-up, there should be a substantial difference in
ionomer content. Singh et al. (2015) showed that a difference could be
obtained between ionic conductivity of catalyst layers with no ionomer,
low ionomer content and a high ionomer content, which had 5 times
the amount of the ionomer content [53]. Besides, the ionomer in the
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Fig. 9. Chronopotentiometry measurement to replicate fuel cell reversal on big and
small particles executed at 10 mA cm−2, where the shaded colors indicate the standard
deviation of the measurements. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

RDE would still be necessary as a binder of the catalyst coating to the
glassy carbon [54,55]. Therefore, it is suggested that the degradation
of the ionomer in this AST is so severe that the whole catalyst layer’s
structure has changed and/or catalyst have been lost. In addition,
multiple studies have indicated that IrO𝑥 catalyst loss occurs due to
dissolution in an RDE set-up, causing a loss of activity [31,56,57]. The
loss of ionomer might induce IrO𝑥 dissolution or the other way around.
However, to the best of our knowledge, degradation of IrO𝑥 as an OER
catalyst in an RDE configuration is still a mechanism that is not clear at
the moment [58]. But electrode structure and ionomer content should
be taken into account.

The degradation of ionomer is believed to find its roots in radical
formation. H2O2 can be formed in the ORR or OER, where the ORR is
still occurring in the AST since there is Pt. Titanium oxide is a material
that is known to form HO and HOO radicals out of the H2O2, which is
also known as the Fenton reaction [59]. These radicals are then able
to attack the PFSA ionomer, which destroys the functionality of the
ionomer and creates HF and CO2. Therefore, it would be suggested
to avoid using titanium oxide in electrochemical systems that depend
on the functionality of a PFSA ionomer [60,61]. In addition, loss of
ionomer content and collapse of a structure are even more severe in
a MEA compared to RDE as a result of an alternation of the water
management and the dependence of gas transport of its reactants for
the ORR and HOR [62]. Besides, the formed OH and HOO radicals in
the catalyst layer could also potentially attack the membrane in a MEA,
which in most cases is a PFSA ionomer.

The degradation of Pt was followed by ECSA over time and showed
the same trend for all RTA’s made and applied in the AST (see Sup-
plemental Information Fig S5 & Table S3). This is due to the fact that
there is always the same amount of voltage applied in all ASTs in this
research. This means it is highly likely that the same amount of carbon
corrosion takes place for all tests, regardless of how well the OER
catalysts perform. The goal of the OER catalyst is to keep the potential
low during fuel starvation to prevent further increase in potential and
total destruction of the catalyst layer.

Therefore, to mimic fuel cell reversal, chronopotentiometry mea-
surements were applied to the catalyst layers shown in Fig. 9. In the
beginning, the potential of the big particle coating is slightly higher
than that of the small particle coating. This is likely due to the higher
activity of the small particle coating, which can keep a lower potential
to produce a current density of 10 mA cm−2. This initial difference
between the two particle sizes increases when a higher current of
50 mA cm−2 was applied (see Supplementary Information Fig S6).
However, the measurement was not reproducible as a result of the rapid
growth of the oxygen bubbles at a higher current density. Additionally,
10 mA cm−2 was found as a reference point to test the stability of an
OER catalyst in an RDE set-up [63–65].
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It can be observed that regardless of the higher OER activity, the
voltage reversal time is shorter for the smaller particles RTA than for
the bigger particles at a chronopotentiometry measurement at 10 mA
cm−2. The potential rises sharply for the small particles (at 200 min)
and big particles (275 min). This rapid increase in potential is less
likely to arise from OER catalyst deactivation or dissolution, but rather
originates from blockage by oxygen bubbles, which were physically
observed to cover the whole RDE tip at the end of the measurement.
It is suggested that small particle coatings have a decreased voltage
reversal times as a result of the relatively more dense structure, which
leaves less space for oxygen bubbles to escape compared to the more
spacious big particle structure with larger pores [66]. In addition to
the density difference of both structures, there is a possibility that
the difference in surface roughness can also affect the ease of oxygen
bubble release [67].

4. Conclusion

By applying different ball milling times during processing of the
RTA, big and small particles catalyst coatings could be obtained. The
big particle coatings were found to have a higher surface roughness on
the μm scale. An accelerated stress test was developed to test the OER
activity and stability of the RTA while trying to minimize the influence
of oxygen bubbles. The electrode including smaller particles showed
higher OER activity (mA cm−2), due to the increase in the electrochem-
ical surface area of the small particles. All electrode coatings of the
two particle sizes showed a decrease in OER activity during the AST.
This was accompanied by the loss of ionomer, which was confirmed by
EIS and other material characterization techniques. The loss of ionomer
content is suggested to have its origin in the Fenton reaction, which is
promoted in the presence of titanium oxide. Even though the bigger
catalyst particles has a lower OER activity, they showed an increased
reversal tolerance performance. This could be devoted to the increased
easiness of releasing oxygen bubbles in the bigger particles structure.
Therefore, the rotating disc electrode was found to be an effective
way of understanding how mixing time can influence OER activity
and reversal tolerance. It highlights that optimizing and controlling the
process is a necessity in order to improve the reversal tolerant anode.
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